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NEW YORK: Playing team sports and exer-
cising during adolescence can have long-
lasting benefits for women and may even
reduce their risk of dying from cancer and
other causes later in l i fe,  a new study
showed yesterday. Researchers who ana-
lyzed how often women exercised while in
their teens found that being active for just
1.3 hours a week had a positive impact as
they got older. “The main finding is that
exercise during adolescence is associated
with a reduced risk of mortality, or death, in
middle aged to older women,” Sarah J.
Nechuta, an assistant professor of medicine
at Vanderbilt Epidemiology Center and

Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center in
Nashville, said in an interview.

Women who were physically active in
their teens had a 16 percent lower risk of
dying from cancer and a 15 percent
decreased risk of death from all causes,
according to the study. “Our results support
the importance of promoting exercise par-
ticipation in adolescence,” said Nechuta,
“and highlight the critical need for the initia-
tion of disease prevention early in life.” The
findings, which are published in the journal
“Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers &
Prevention” are based on data from a study
of 75,000 women from Shanghai, China led

by Wei Zheng at the Vanderbilt
Epidemiology Center.

Although the findings were based on
data on women in China, the benefits of
exercising during the teen years could be
applicable to all women. “It general, there is
no reason to believe that exercise participa-
tion would differ in the effect on women in
general regardless of where they live,”
Nechuta said. Women in the study were
aged between 40 to 70 years old when they
were recruited from 1996 to 2000. They
were interviewed about lifestyle factors and
how much they exercised during their teens.

There were 5,282 deaths after an average

of nearly 13 years of follow-up, including
2,375 deaths from cancer and 1,620 from
cardiovascular disease. After analyzing the
data and adjusting for socioeconomic fac-
tors in adult life, the researchers found that
women who exercised in their teens and as
adults had a 20 percent lower risk of death
from all causes compared to other women.
“This is the first large prospective study
among Asian women to look at adolescent
exercise and mortality,” Nechuta said. The
study did not include the type of exercise
but women who played team sports had a
10 percent reduced risk of death from all
causes.—Reuters

Exercise during teens reaps long-term benefits for women

WASHINGTON: It really is the little lan-
der that could. The European Space
Agency’s probe Philae may be strug-
gling to stay in touch, but its first finds
on its new home are pretty special.
Transmitting from a shadowy corner of
Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
nicknamed “Chury,” Philae found several
organic molecules-including four never
detected before on a comet, which are
important building blocks of life. Data
analyzed in seven studies published
Thursday in the American journal
Science were gathered with 10 instru-
ments on board Philae during the first
60 hours after its arrival on Chury,
between November 12-14 of last year.

“None of this was known before,”
said Professor Jean-Pierre Bibring, head
of science for the Philae mission, telling
AFP that “the physical properties and
composition of a comet are nothing like
we imagined.” Philae found the 4.6-bil-
lion-year-old body around 75 to 85 per-
cent porous, with a granular surface in
places and a rigid crust elsewhere.
Bibring said scientists had expected to
find an object held together by ice, but
instead found complex organic mole-
cules formed at the birth of the solar
system. Those molecules may have been
the seeds of life in Earth’s oceans when
they fell  on our planet.  “We have
already found fascinating molecules
that we’ve never seen on a comet
before,” he said.

Time capsule in space   
In total, 16 compounds have been

identified from six classes of organic
molecules, including alcohols and
amino acids. According to Bibring, some
of these chemicals form the “start of an
evolutionary chain that could lead them
to form complex organic components.”
The comet has remained in a fairly sta-
ble condition since the formation of the
solar system 4.6 billion years ago-a time
capsule in space. “I’m convinced that
Philae will help us progress considerably
in our understanding of the origin of
life,” Bibring said.

The little lander separated from the
Rosetta probe on November 12 last year
and made a dramatic interception of the
comet Chury. Hitting the comet at all
was an achievement, but disaster almost
struck when landing harpoons failed to
fire. Philae bounced before falling into a
shadier nook than planned, under cliffs,

where the sun could not reach its solar
panels. The lander was able to work for
only 60 hours before going to sleep, but
seven months later, as Chury neared the
sun, it awoke. 

Since June, it has been able to com-
municate with its mothership Rosetta,
holding 200 kilometers away to avoid
the comet’s dust and gas plumes. On it

eighth and so far last transmission on
July 9, Philae sent a long burst of data.
So far, unfortunately, Earth-bound scien-
tists have not been able to send back
fresh instructions to their brave explor-
er. But in the meantime, Philae is mak-
ing the most of its mission. “Philae is not
dead,” Bibring insisted. “It’s making effi-
cient use of its survival mode.”— AFP 

‘Philae’ finds organic 

molecules on comet
UNITED NATIONS: More than a dozen small island nations
made an urgent appeal to the UN Security Council Thursday for
help in combating climate change, which they said poses a
threat to their very existence. The Council-more typically a
forum for heated debates on the plight of refugees in Syria or
efforts to stem the war in Ukraine-heard pleas from ministers
and ambassadors of diminutive nations like Fiji, Samoa and
Caribbean countries like St. Vincent and the Grenadines. The
group-dubbed the Small Island Developing States (SIDS) - rep-
resent the farthest-flung reaches of Africa, Asia and the
Caribbean. But it had one singular plea-financial and technical
assistance to help them avoid becoming washed away in the
rising tides and powerful storms caused by global warming.

The president of the Republic of Kiribati, Anote Tong, said
the plight of smaller islands for too long has been at the bot-
tom of the list of priorities of the United Nations and other
global organizations. He expressed hope that Thursday’s con-
certed appeal by the SIDS nations would help change that.
“Can we as leaders return today to our people and be confi-
dent enough to say ... that no matter how high the sea rises, no
matter how severe the storms get, there are credible technical
solutions to raise your islands and your homes and the neces-
sary resources are available to ensure that all will be in place
before it is too late?” Tong asked the Council.

The island nations raised a raft of other security related
issues, including piracy on the high seas, but focused largely on
dangers posed by global warming. Tong’s tiny nation of about
100,000 people has been acutely affected by climate change.
Kiribati consists of about 30 atolls, most of which sit just several
feet (a few meters) above sea level.  The low-lying nation suf-
fers from a range of environmental problems linked to climate
change, from storm surges to flooding to water contamination.

Dire situation
The situation is so dire that the government is mulling the

idea of relocating the entire population, amid fears that Kiribati
one day in the not too distant future may find itself completely
underwater. Others at the meeting pointed to the example of
Vanuatu, which was largely flattened in March by Cyclone Pam-
the worst natural disaster ever to hit the South Pacific Ocean
nation.

According to a United Nations World Risk Report published
last year, Vanuatu, still recovering from the devastating storm
of just four months ago, is the country at greatest risk of experi-
encing natural disasters due to climate change-including
severe cyclones and extremes of drought and flood. The SIDS
nations said they have made appeals in the past-mostly in vain
for global powers to address the unique and acute impact they
fact from climate change. The difference now, they said, is that
New Zealand-which has long been sympathetic to the plight of
smaller island nations-currently wields the gavel in the rotating
presidency of the 15-member Security Council.

“New Zealand’s use of its tenure as president of the UNSC to
highlight SIDS is of particular importance given the council’s
historical indifference or antipathy to Small Island States and
our peace and security challenges,” said Camillo Gonsalves, for-
eign minister of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines. Until now,
Gonsalves said “small island states, our issues and perspectives,
have been, by and large, excluded from serious and sustained
consideration by the Security Council.” —AFP 

Island nations seek

UN help amid climate

change threat

Image shows the landing site Abydos on the day after the Philae lander
descended onto Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Scientists say the
Philae space probe has gathered data supporting the theory that comets can
serve as cosmic laboratories in which some of the essential elements for life
are assembled. — AP 
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Happy wedding

Pravasandhra Telugu Desam, Kuwait,
the prominent Telugu association
paid rich tributes to the great scien-

tist and former Indian President Dr A P J
Abdul Kalam at a gathering in Hawally on
29 July. Association President Mulakala
Subbarayudu and other members of the
organization, including BP Naidu and CH

Rajashekar, recalled the remarkable servic-
es of Dr Kalam to India. They said the ideals
and teaching of Dr Kalam would continue
to ignite the minds of youth across the
country. They noted that Dr Kalam not only
developed a scientific temper among the
youth, but also inculcated an indomitable
spirit filled with new thoughts and energy.

The Pravasandhra Telugu Desam leaders
described Dr Kalam as the most popular
President of India who touched the hearts
of every Indian. The country will always
remember Dr Kalam for his selflessness,
generosity, his intellect and utmost com-
passion. He will be remembered as a great
scientist, teacher and a visionary leader.

Pravasandhra Telugu Desam activists
MulakalaJyothy Lakshmi, P Srninu,
PidikitiSrinivasChowdary, Chandra,
NagendraSivaiah, Ravendra Reddy Rajesh,
Murali ,  Basha, Kalam, Kumar and
SudarsanChowdary took a lead role in
organizing the event.

Pravasandhra Telugu Desam pays 

tribute to former Indian president

In a bid to show the faces of the
Egyptian population at the New Suez
Canal launch, the Suez Canal

Authority (SCA) is inviting the nation
and Egyptians around the world to pho-
tograph themselves and share their pic-
tures. In recognition of the public’s sup-
port, the photos will be used on the
campaign website and in a collage
which will stand proudly behind the
President during the opening ceremony.
The New Suez Canal will be officially
opened in Ismailia on August 6 this year.
The launch campaign has attracted a
worldwide audience and will  be a
momentous occasion in the country’s
history. The New Suez Canal has been
funded and crafted by Egyptians with a
workforce of over 43,000 nationals.  This
pictorial tribute will show the faces of
the nation, granting them the chance to
be present, visually, at the launch event.

To participate, send a photo of your-
self or friends and family to
www.682015.com.Pictures should be
captioned to include names. To view the
image gallery www.682015.com. “It has
been the unwavering support and dedi-
cation of the Egyptian people which has
allowed the New Suez Canal to be fund-
ed and completed in less than 12
months, two years earlier than initially
expected,” said Mohab Mameesh,
Chairman and Managing Director of the
Suez Canal Authority. “Egyptians from
all walks of life have played their part in
one of the most anticipated and ambi-
tious projects of the 21st century, these
are the unsung heroes and they truly
deserve to be recognized for their
efforts.”

Describing it as ‘Egypt’s gift to the
world,’ President El-Sisi implemented a
national subscription in which the popu-

lation was invited to invest in the canal
in order to raise the necessary funds. In
just six days, the Egyptian people raised
around US$8.5 billion and work com-
menced on 6 August 2014.  Thanks to
the collage - the 90 million strong
Egyptian population will be represented
at one of the country’s most historic
events of modern times, further demon-
strating the nation’s togetherness dur-

ing the construction of the New Suez
Canal. Connect with the New Suez Canal
through: Campaign- www.682015.com;
Facebook -
www.facebook.com/NewCanalSuez;
Twitter -
www.twitter .com/NewCanalSuez ;
Instagram -
www.instagram.com/NewCanalSuez 

Happy wedding anniversary to Mr/Mrs Patrick. May the
good Lord continue to bless and protect your family -
Amen. Greetings from friends and well-wishers. 

Send your photo - be part of

New Suez Canal campaign


